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Some results on doubly transitive but not doubly primitive permutation 
groups are proved, giving more evidence to Atkinson’s conjecture [3]. Among 
other results, we characterize the group S?(q) as a group satisfying the condition 
of the title and prove some sufficient conditions for such a group to be an 
automorphism group of a nontrivial block design with h = 1. 
Recently there has been considerable interest in the structure’of the one point 
stabilizer of a doubly transitive permutation group G on a set Q. One problem 
is to describe those doubly transitive groups for which G, , 01 E Q, is imprimitive 
on Q - {a!}. Our general assumption is: 
Hypothesis (A): G is a doubly transitive permutation group on a set Q. For 
01 E Q, G, has a set Z = {B, , B, ,..., B,}, t > 2, which is a complete set of 
imprimitivity blocks on Q - {a}. Let j Bi / = b > 1 for all i. Denote by H 
the kernel of G, on .Z and by Ki and K< the subgroups of G, fixing Bi setwise 
and pointwise respectively, 1 .< i < t. Let /3 E Bl . Here j Q j = 1 + ht. 
M. D. Atkinson has conjectured that a group satisfying (A) is either an auto- 
morphism group of a nontrivial block design with X = 1, or a normal extension 
of a Suzuki group, or must have a regular normal subgroup. We recall that the 
group Sx(q) satisfies (A) with H f  1, b = t = q and G,” is a-transitive. In 
the first part of this article we consider groups acting “like” a Suzuki group, 
namely: 
EIypothesis (B): IIypothesis (A) with b = t (Then j Q j = 1 + b2). 
Hypothesis (C): Hypothesis (B) with H f  1. 
We consider groups satisfying (C) w h en G,” 2-transitive and we show that if 
G satisfies (B) then G$%l is never 2-transitipe. C. E. Praeger ([17], [18], [19], 
[20] and [7]) and M. D. Atkinson characterized groups satisfying (A) with 
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conditions on !J and/or the action of G, and G,, on 2:. The only Suzuki group 
which arises in these papers is the Sz(8) in [3]. We prove: 
THEOREM 1. Let G satisfy (C) an d assume that Guz is ~o~~~~p~irn~t~~e. The?z G 
is a ~oyrnal extension of 5%(q), q = 22”+1 for some n. 
THEOREM 2. Let G satisfy (C) an assume that G,” is dxd~ly transitive. The%, d 
edheY 
(i) / Q 1 is odd and G is a normal extension of a Suzzlki group -c”(q), 
q = ZPfl, OY 
(ii) b = /HI =pm, p a p rime, m > 2, N is e~erne~t~~,~ abelian a3eH 
GJH is isomorphic to a subgroup of GL(m, p). ~~~tk~rnoye, Kz = 1 and G 
contains no regular normal subgroup. 
?h3OaEM 3. If  G satisfies (B) then Gf;iBlj is not doubly transitive. 
We have the following corollaries. 
COROLLARY I. Let G satisfy (B). Then: 
(I) I f  / Q / is even then G,” is not trip/y tramitive. 
(ii) I f  G,” is triply transitive then Gw is a rank 6 group with subdegrees: 
1, b - 1, b - 1, b - 1, ((b - 2)/2)(b - l), ((b - 2)/2)(b - I). Also, H = 
ITI = i. 
COROLLARY HI. Let G satisfy (B). Assume that G,” is dumbly transitive a& 
that b - 1 is a prime number. Then G is a normal extension of Sz(q), q = Pni-l~ 
COROLLARY III. Let G satisfy (B). Assume that GaB has an orbit on D of size m. 
m 3 b - 1, SE # b, on which Gas is doubly transitive. Then F = %ix(G,,) 
contains more than two points and the G-translates of F form a block design z&h 
X = 1 a?~ Q of which G is an automorphism grozpp. 
In the last part of this paper we consider the question: What are suficient 
conditions for a group satisfying (A) to act as an automorphism group of a 
nontrivial block design on a with h = 1 ? One answer was given in [ZO] Theorem 
B which states that Gz~{~l} being transitive and b < t, is such a condition. 
$e consider groups with G - :a (B1l transitive for some vaiues of b > ii and prove 
that for these values G is an automorphism group of a nontrivial design with 
X = 4. For example we prove that if G:F{~~) is transitive and t = ip - I or 
b - 2 or b - 3 then G is an automorphism group of a nontrivial block design 
with h = 1. The exact statement is Proposition 1 of Section 3. A result of the 
same type is Theorem 4 in Section 1 which is, -n fact, Theorem of lwl 
replacing the assumption b < t by IFI # I. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
We denote by Fix(R) the set of fixed points of the subgroup R. The rest of our 
notation is standard and the reader is referred to [24] and [21] for basic informa- 
tion and notation about permutation groups and block designs respectively. 
In this section we prove three lemmas from which the theorems will follow. 
LEMMA 1. Let G satisfy (A) and t < b. Then: 
(a) 1ti any block d esi g n with h = 1 on Q we have that k < b. 
(b) If  G$cB1j is transitive then there exists an G,,-orbit, r, , I’,, _C B1 - (/3), 
such that 1 r,, / = m(t - 1) f  or some natural number m. Furthermore, if 
g E GI,,~) - Gois and r = I’,,0 then r is a G,,-orbit on 92 - B, - (CX} such that 
IF(7Bij =mforalli>2. 
z (4 If 6~ {‘1) is transitive then i?i = 1 for all i. 
Proof: (a) If  k > 6 then k - 1 3 b so that r(k - 1) = bt implies Y < t < 
b < k contradicting Fisher’s inequality. 
(b) If  Bl - @> is GUY invariant then Lemma 2 of [l] implies that there 
is a nontrivial block design on Sz with h = 1 and k = b + 1, contradicting (a). 
Thus, there exists a Gas-orbit, r, , r,, C B, - (,8}, such that Y,,g g B1 for all 
g E Gt,,,) - Gas . Letg E G~,sj - GE, and let r = r#. The set GZ = (Bi ] Bi A 
J’ # @a> is a Gas-orbit on .Z - (B,) and since Gt;{‘l} is transitive we get that 
~=~-{B3andI~~=t-l.Theset{Bin~ji~2)isacompleteset 
of imprimitivity blocks for the action of G,, on r so that j Bi n r 1 = m for 
some m, for all i > 2 and consequently j r j = m j a 1 = m(t - 1) = / r,, /. 
(c) Suppose & # 1. Then G,, is not faithful on r, and therefore GtiB is 
not faithful on r as GQ,~} normalizes Gorp . An eiement of G,, fixing l’ pointwise 
must fix every Bi , i 3 2, as r n B, # m for all i > 2. It follows that H # 1. 
If  Fix&) = B1 u {CX} th en we get a contradiction using Lemma 1.1 of [17] 
and part (a). Therefore & fixes a point in Ui)s Bi so that is, fixes some B, , 
i > 2. Since K1 Q G,, , z1 is l/2-transitive on 2 - (B,} and therefore xi C H. 
It follows that H does not restrict faithfully to its orbits so that Proposition 4 
of [15] implies that G is a normal extension of PSL(n, 4). Since PSL(2, q) is 
doubly primitive, n > 2. But then G, has a unique system of imprimitivity 
blocks with b = p and t = (@+l - l)/(q - l), contradicting t < b. 
As a corollary we can state now Theorem B of [20] replacing the assumption 
b < tbyK; # 1: 
THEOREM 4. Suppose G satisfies (A) and E1 # 1. If  G${B1) is tvansitive then 
the G-translates of B, v  {a} foym a nontrivial block design with X = 1 of which G 
is an automorphism group. 
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P,o~f Lemma 1 implies that b < t and the result follows from Theorem 
of [B]. 
The next two lemmas consider groups satisfying (B). 
LEMMA 2. Clef G satisfy (B). Then: 
(a) If  b is a prime power and G con&u. a regular mormal s~b~~o~~ therz 
1 D 1 = p, p a prime, and j G 1 = (p - i)p, G cz Fyobenius groupp. 
(?I) G,r is doubZy transitive if and only if G$iB1k is transitive. 
(cl o- Ga C is doubly transitive then (IQ% is doubly transitive. 
(d) Assume that G,” is doubly transitive: then the GU’,,-orbits FO and F qf 
Lemma l(b) me of size b - 1 each. There exists another G,,orbit r, of size b - ! 
oz. Q - B, - (a>, F, # r, such thatfor all i > 2, j B, A r I = / 
oaf: (2) Here b” + 1 = p% for some prime p and some n. Suppose n > I ~ 
If  b is odd p = 2 and b2 = 1 (mod 4). But 2” - I = 3 (mod 4) + b2 (mod 4), 
a contradiction. Thus b = 2” for some m. Now .IP = (p - L)(p”-’ + p*-” + 
‘.. $ I). It follows that n is even. Thuspn = 0 or I (mod 3). Ifp” = 1 (mod 3)? 
pfl - 1 = Frn E 0 (mod 3), a contradiction. Thus p = 3 and 3” 
Since E is even 3” - 1 = 0 or 3 (mod 5) while 2”” = 4”’ = 1 or 
a contradiction. We conclude that n = 1, b2 + 1 = p and G is a P;‘roSkus group 
of order (p - 1)~ by [24] 4.4 which implies that G is solvzb!e and by [24] 11.6. 
6 (b) If  “;Di; {‘I) is transitive, so is (Kr)c-W because Ga8 = (K,), , and so 
G& is doubly transitive. Conversely, if G,” is doubly transitive, K$W(B1j is 
transitive of degree b - 1 and since 1 Kf-{B1) : Gf;:‘l] I divides b, [24] i7.1 
implies that Gea is transitive on .Z - (&}. 
(c) and (d) Since b = t, the orbits F, and J’ of Lemma I are both of size 
b - 1 and m = 1. Thus F,, = B, - {/3>, G,, is trans e on B, - (/3> and 
(KJ% is doubly transitive as KI is clearly transitive on 1 a The existence of 
another GWB-orbit, r, , of size b - 1 which is G~,,p)-inrariant follows from 
Lemma 3 of El]. Since r,, and r are not invariant under Gf,.ai we have that 
r, # F, , I’ f  Y, . Now {Bi j Bi n I’, # ii7) is a G,,-orbit on II: - (IQ and 
so/F,nB,] = I =jFnB,Iforalli>Z. 
EEMMA 3. Let G satisfy (B). Assume that G,” is doubly transitive. Let 
- (/3)- Then, for SOW i 3 2 we have that Gap, = 
some 8, 77 E Bi , 0 # 7. Conversely, fey every-yj 3 2 there is a 8 E 
G& n Kj = G& = 
oaf: Let y  E B, - @} and let 2 < j < b. By Lemma 2(d) / 
r,i = l,~andI’~asinLemma2. 
Let F n Bj = {T> and I’, n B5 = (p). Then GaB n Kj fixes both T and p+ 
Thus G& n & _c (K& . On the other hand, since (&17,)~2 is doubly transitive 
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and G,, is transitive on Z - (IQ (see Lemma 2) we have that: [ Ki : GorB n Kj j = 
iK,:G,,I.IG,,:G,,nK,I=b(b-l)=[Kj:(Kj),,j.HenceG,pnKj= 
tKj)m - 
Now let g E G, - KI be such that BP = Bj . Then (K,)g = Kj and 
w-JBJg = vQ%w7 and the double transitivity of Kfj implies that ((K&,)9 is 
conjugate in Kj = (K,)s to (K& . Let K E KI be such that ((K&,)g(g-lkg) = 
w7/1 * Since (Kj)7p fixes a point /3 E B, , (K&,, = G,+ fixes a point in 
(B,)g-lfi”-l = Bi for some i. Since k E KI and g $ K1 , i > 1. Thus GtiD, fixes Bi 
as a set and since its order is equal to 1 G,, n Ki / we have that GoiBy = Gals n Ki = 
(K& where ,g, v  are in Bi . Let h E G,, be such that (BJh = Bj . Then if 6 = y/z 
we have that GMB n Kj = G,,, and 6 E BI - {p}. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREMS 
Proof of Theorems 1 and 2. Here we assume that H # 1. If  HP # 1 then HO 
fixes the point in r n Bi for all i 3 2, r as in Lemma 2. Then by [14] BI we 
have a block design with X = 1 on Q with k 3 b + 1, contradicting Lemma l(a). 
Therefore Ha = 1. Since (KJ% is doubly transitive (see Lemma 2), His a normal 
regular subgroup of KI because KI = (KF) by Lemma l(c). Therefore 1 H / = 
b = pm for some prime p, n > 1, and H is elementary abelian. If  G contains a 
regular normal subgroup then G,, = 1 by Lemma 2(a) contradicting our 
assumption. Thus G contains no regular normal subgroup and in particular 
n > 1 (See [6]). I f  j Q I is odd, that is, b is even, O’Nan’s theorem ([16]) implies 
that G is a normal extension of one of the following: Sx(q), PSL(n, q) for n 3 2, 
PSU(3, 2”). But PSL(2, q) is doubly primitive and PSL(n, q), n > 3 and 
PSU(3, 279 do not satisfy b = t. Thus (i) of Theorem 2 holds. 
Assume that G,” is doubly primitive. This implies that KI is primitive on 
Z - {I$} and since KI = G,,H so that G,, ‘v (KJx+V, G,, is a primitive 
permutation group on Z - (B,}. Lemma 3 implies that the permutation repre- 
sentations of G,, on 2 - (Br} and on B, - (&} are equivalent so that G,, is 
primitive on B, - (,8>. Thus KI is a doubly primitive group on BI forcing 
p = 2 (see [24] 11.3). The previous paragraph implies that G is a normal 
extension of Sz(q), proving Theorem 1. 
To complete the proof of Theorem 2 we may assume that p is odd and we prove 
that (ii) holds. Let C = C,=(H). Then C 4 G, . Suppose that C > H. Then 
1 # Cz 4 G,” so that Cz is transitive. But P n KIz N_ (C n K,)/H = 
H/H = 1 since H is a regular normal subgroup of KI . Hence Cz is a regular 
normal subgroup of Gzz and consequently C is a p-group, C 4 G, and C is 
transitive on Q - {a]. It follows that G is a normal extension of one of the groups 
of Theorem C’ of 11121. But PSL(2, 4) is doubly primitive, the degree of Sz(q) 
is odd, in PSU(3, q), b # t and in the case of a group of Ree type, the degree 
is not a square plus 1. This contradiction implies that C = H and therefore 
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G,# is isomorphic to a subgroup of GE(n, p). Finally if n = 2, p2 does net 
divide Ga/H N Gaz contradicting the fact that G,‘-’ is transitive of degree b = pa. 
Hence n > 2 as claimed. 
Proof of Tlzeorem 3. Assume that GolB is doubly transitive on 2 - 
Then so is Kr and consequently G,” is triply transitive. If  H f  1 then 
is a normal extension of &z(q) by Theorem 1. But then Gtiz is not triply transmvc, 
a contradiction. Thus If = 1. Also EI = I by mma 1(c). Lemma 3 implies 
that the permutation representations of G,, on - (/!I) and on Z - (BI] are 
equiva!ent, in particular G,, is doubly transitive on BI - {/3j so that (ICI)% = Ii, 
is triply transitive. Now, a theorem of Cameron (151) implies that either KI 
has a regular normal subgroup on BI or b = 6 and Kr IV PGL(2, 5). I f  N is 
a normal regular subgroup of I& , j IV j = b. On the other hand since 
(Ki)=-‘%’ = Kl is doubly transitive, N is transitive on 2 - {BJ forcing 
b - B j j N / = b which is impossible. Thus b = 6 and j Q j = 37. But 
then G is doubly primitive (See [13] p. 528), a contradiction. 
Proof of Corollary I. Assume that Gaz is triply transitive. As in the procf 
of Th. 3 (and by Lemma 2(b)), N = EI = 1. Theorem 3 implies that Gas ~7 KS 
is not transitive on Z - (3, , Be). Now 
j Kl n I& : G,, n K, j = 
(See Lemma 2 and 3.). Since Kr A Ks is transitive on Z - ( 
of Ga, n Ka on Z - {B, , B,) are of size divisible by (b - 
1241 17.1) and consequently G,, has two orbits of size (b - 3)/2 on it. Ht foilows 
that E is even proving (i). 
Since the representations of Gep on - (/I> and on Z - ( 
(Lemma 3), Ga, = (H(,), is a rank 3 group on I - (p) with subdegrees 1, 
(b - 2)/2, (b - 2)/2. Let I’ and r’, be as in Lemma 2. Let &> = r n Ki and 
<yi) = Fl fi Kx for i 3 2. Then (Ki)B,r, has two orbits on 5, - (,& , ri> of 
size (b - 2)/Z each. As in the proof of Lemma 3 we can show that GU,@ n K, = 
~%3,Y, . Let 8, and fl, be the two (KJpzY, -orbits on B, - {Fz ~ ys>. Kc element 
of G, maps a point of A, into f’, , “for if g E G,, does, g I&es B, and 
then g E f%, ICT K2 = (K2)p,y, for which d, and /i, are diEerent orbits. This 
implies that for any g, , g, E GE6 , no element of G,, maps a point of .~9il into 
Ai: and in particuiar 0;~ n .A:2 = a. It follows that if g E GaB is such that 
i then A,” and A,g are the two GolB r\ Ki = (Ki)B,v,-erbits on B, - (/3 
rice G${‘lj is transitive, this implies that GaB is transitive on both 
gEGep .bg and A = Use~,p A,g and that j A j = j II I = ((b - 2)/2)(b 
The argument above shows that A and A are GUa-invariant as B u A = ~2 -- 
(a, /I> -- k, - I’ - P; and therefore they are GtiB-orbits as desired. 
Pvoof of Coro&xy 2. Let b = p + 1, p a psime. Then p f  2 by [6]. Recab 
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that K1 = 1 by Lemma l(c). If GUls is nonsolvable, GOB is doubly transitive 
([24] 11.7) on B, - {p} and by Lemma 3 we get that Gt;{‘ll is doubly transitive, 
contradicting Theorem 3. Thus G,, is solvable so that either 1 G,, 1 = p or Gap 
is a Frobenius group. Assume first that (KY,)% = .K1 contains no regular normal 
subgroup. Then (K,)B1 is a Zassenhaus group of degree 1 + p. By [S], [I l] and 
[22] we have that Ki ‘v PSL(2, p). S ince I Ki : K1 n Ka I = p, [9] p. 214 
clearly implies that p = 5,7, 11. Ifp = 5, ] .Q I = 37 and G is doubly primitive. 
If p = 7, 11, j G,, j is odd and j Q / = 65 or 145. Since in PSU(3, 2k), b # t 
[4] implies that p = 7 and G N S,(8). 
Therefore, (K# contains a regular normal subgroup N, j N j = 1 + p. 
Since K1 is transitive on .Z - {B,) of degree p, N is half transitive and so N is 
trivial on ,Z - {Bi}. Thus N f 1 and the result follows from Theorem 2(i). 
Proof of Corollary 3. Let /l be a G,, orbit of size m, m > b - 1, m # b, 
on which G,, is doubly transitive. If /.l C Bi , then fl = B, - (j?} and Lemma 1 
and Lemma 2 of [I] implies that ng, g E Gfti,S) - G,, , is another GaO-orbit on 
which G,, is doubly transitive and fig n B, = a. Thus we may as well assume 
thatflnB,=@.Leti>1besuchthatBinn+@.SinceB,nflisan 
imprimitivity block for the action of G,, on fl and since G$ is primitive we have 
that~Bin~/=mor1.Ifforalli>l,~Bin/l/fmthenjB,n~~=1 
for all i > 1 and m = b - 1. Then Gt~{~l} is doubly transitive, contradicting 
Theorem 3. Hence there is an i > 1 such that j Bi n fl 1 = m and so m = b - 1 
and /l C B, . It follows that G,, fixes Bi and thus it fixes the only point of Bi - A. 
Now the result follows from [I] Lemma 1. 
3. AUTOMORPHISM GROUPS OF BLOCK DESIGNS 
In [20] Theorem B it is shown that Gas {El; being transitive is a sufficient 
condition for a group satisfying (A) to be an automorphism group of a nontrivial 
block design on Q with /\ = 1, provided b < t. For b = t this condition is not 
sufficient as the example of Sz(q) shows. Corollary 3 gives a sufficient condition 
for this case. In this section we consider the above condition for some values 
of t < b and show that it is a suficient condition for them. We prove: 
PROPOSITION 1. Let G satisfy (A) and assume that G${Bl) z’s transitize. 
Suppose that one of the following holds: 
(a) t > 6 - 4 and t # b 
(b) t = b - 4, t # 5, 11, 16, 21. 
(c) t = b - 5, t # 5, and either t > 121 OY t < 121 and 6 7 b. 
Then G is an automorphism group of a nontrivial block design with X = 1 on Q. 
Mopeover, if t = b - 1 then j Fix(G,,)j = 3 so that design has k = 3. 
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First we prove a lemma. 
LEMMA 4. Let G satisfy (A). Let A be a GaB orbit of size k. on 
Assume that: 
(a) A is the only orbit of G,, on l3, - (/3> of size dividing ?d 
(b) GO0 is n.ot faithful on A and G:itBli is transitive 
(c) t - ? > k! 
Then G is an automwphisnz group of a nontrivial block desigrz on .C2 with X = 1, 
Proof: Let N be the kernel of G,, on A. Let g E G such that Ng c Ga, . 
Since j GaB : Ng j divides k!, [24] 17.2 implies the size of each orbit of Ng on 
2 - {Br> is at least (t - 1)/K! > 1. It follows that Ng fixes no block other than 
erefore Fix(Ng) n (AZ - B, - {CL)) = CT and Fix(Ng) C B, v  {a]. Let 
s-orbit on B, - (/3} on which Ng fixes a point 8. Then NQ C GEaR and 
since j GxB : Geoe ) = i A j we get that j .4 / divides / G,, : LVg /. 
By assumption d = A and therefore Fix(W) CT (B, - @>) C A, Since 
j Fix(Ng)j = j Fix(N)l, No = Nand N is a weakly closed subgroup of GE0 in G. 
Xow the result follows from [I] Lemma 1. 
Proof 5j Aopositio?~ 1. If  b < t the result is Theorem B of [Xl]. For t < 6, 
G,, has an orbit, TO, on Br of size m(t - 1) and KL = 1 (see Lemma 1)~ If 
t = b ~ I then nz = 1 unless t = 2. Pience, if t + 2, (K#% is a. rank 3 group 
with subdegrees I, 1, t - 1. Since t - 1 > 1 and G$cB1} is transitive me get 
that j Fix(GJ = 3 and by Lemma 1 of [l] we’re done. The case t = 2 is 
impossible, for if t = 2, b = 3 and G,, = 1 (by [7] Proposition 
By Lemma 1 of [l] we can assume that ; Fix(G& = 2. iPfso 
GwA f  1. 
Assnme that t = b - 2. I f  t > 3, rn = 1 and (Ki)B1 = Ki is a rank 3 group 
with s&degrees 1, 2, t - 1. As t - 1 j j GtiB /, G,, is not faithful on the orbit 
of size 2 and the result follows from Lemma 4. If  t = 2, b = 4 then [2] implies 
the result and if t = 3, b = 5 then fl] implies it. 
Let i = b - 3. If t - 1 > 6, 972 = 1 and (Kl)5~ = Kl is a rank 3 group wi-,h 
subdegrees 1, 3, t - 1. Again j GolB j > 0 so that G,>, is not faithful on :he 
orbit of size 3. Using Lemma 4 we’re done. If  t = 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, I A? i = 11, 19; 
29, 41, 71 respectively and G is doubly primitive (see [13] p” 528). if i = 6, 
b = 9 and the subdegrees are 1, 5, 3. Since 4 q 9, [lC] Lemma 4 unplies dxt 
(KY& is primitive. Let A be the GaB orbit of size 3, then 5 7 ~ G$ I, contradicting 
[24] T’h. 18.4. 
Suppose that t = b - 4. I f  t = 2, j Q / = 13 and G is a normal extension of 
PSL(3, 3) for which i f  b - 4. I f  t = 3, G = 7 and [7] (2.1) yields a contra- 
diction. If  t = 4, b = 8 and the proposition holds by [I]. Now, t f- 5 by 
assumption and if t = 6, / Q ) = 61 and G is doubly primitive (see [13] p- 52X). 
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Hence we can assume that t > 6. Since m = 1, the subdegrees of (K& are 
either 1, 2, 2, t - 1 or 1, 4, t - 1. In the first case, let A, , AZ be the two orbits 
of size 2 and Ni , Ns the kernels of GolB on A, , A, , respectively. Since t - 1 > 5, 
N1 n iV, # 1 since PJr A N, = 1 would imply j G,, 1 = 4. Then as in the proof 
of Lemma 4 it can be shown that iV1 n N, is a weakly closed subgroup of GrvB 
in G. Then, we’re done by Lemma 1 of [l]. In the case 1, 4, t - 1 we get the 
proposition using Lemma 4 if t - 1, > 24. Assume that (KJs1 is primitive. 
Then for some number TV # 0 and h we have that ~(t - 1) = 4(3 - A) (see 
[lo] Lemma 5, Cor. 3). Then t - 1 = 6, 8, 12 so that b is a prime and j Q j is 
not a prime power. This contradicts [7] (2.1). If (KJ% is imprimitive then 
5 1 b (see [lo] Lemma 4) so that for 6 < t ,( 25 we have t = 11, 16, 21. These 
are excluded in the assumption. 
Finally, let t = b - 5. If t = 2, 6, b is a prime and we get a contradiction 
using [7] (2.1). If t = 3, b = 8 and [3] implies the result. If t = 4, 1 Q / = 37 
and G is doubly primitive. Since t # 5 by assumption we can assume that t > 6 
so that m = 1 and the subdegrees of (KJB1 are 1, 5, t - 1 or 1, 2, 3, t - 1. The 
proposition holds for the second case by Lemma 4. In the case 1, 5, t - 1 we 
use Lemma 4 to prove the result for t - 1 > 120. If (K,)% is imprimitive 6 / b 
([lo] Lemma 4) contradicting our assumption. Hence (Kr)% is primitive and 
so p(t - 1) = 5(4 - A), h and p as in [lo], also p # 0 ([lo]) Lemma 5, Cor. 3). 
Thus, t - 1 = 10, 15, 20. 
If t = 21, b = 26 and the subdegrees are 1, 5,20, contradicting [24] Th. 31.2. 
If t = 16 , ,U = +(4 - A) so that h = p = 1 contradicting Lemma 7 of [lo]. 
If t = 11, b = 16 and Ki = (Ki)% h as a regular normal subgroup JV (See 
[23] p. 179). Since ! N I = 16, N u K1 , N is half transitive on the 15 points 
of .Z - {B,} forcing N!ZH. Hence H # 1. If H, = 1, H = Ai and we get 
a contradiction using [16]. Thus HP # 1 and since m = 1, Ho fixes the point of 
r n Bi for all i 2 2. Now [14] Bl is used to obtain the result. 
Note added in proof. The proof of Lemma 4 holds if Ng 0 H because then 1 G$tBr) : 
(N~)E{Br) / divides k!. The case Ng C His impossible because then I Ng / divides I H n G,s i 
so that 1 G$@11 ) = / G,p i/I G,, A H I divides / G,a : N / which divides k!. Since t - 1 
divides I G$%l / we get that t - 1 / k! a contradiction. 
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